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There were two key developments that took place last night relevant to the Singapore banks sector. One 

was the release of further property measures by the Singapore government after midnight, targeted to cool 

the private residential and HDB resale markets and takes effect on 16 December 2021. Key measures 

announced include higher additional buyer’s stamp duty (ABSD) rates and tighter total debt servicing ratio 

threshold (TDSR: lowered from 60% to 55%). The loan to value limit for HDBs (housing development board) will 

also be raised from 85% to 90%, while increased housing supply will be made to cater to demand. This marks 

the first set of cooling measures since 2018. 

 

Limited impact likely for Singapore banks from property cooling measures: For the Singapore banks, while 

the latest cooling measures could weigh on mortgage growth next year, we believe the sector benefits from 

other growth drivers supported by the ongoing global recovery and do not expect a similar scale of impact 

seen from the 2013 implementation of TDSR of 60%. Mortgages have reduced in significance as a driver of 

incremental sector loans growth for the Singapore banks over the past years, with the segment contributing 

about 29.3% of Singapore’s system loan book as of 1H21, which has declined from 2018’s~ 30.4%. At the same 

time, Singapore banks have been benefitting from loans growth in other segments such as trade and non-

trade corporate loans. Within the sector (research comments restricted on OCBC), DBS Group Holdings (fair 

value SGD34) has a larger domestic mortgage loan book (~SGD77mn, ~19% of its overall loan book of 

SGD404mn) relative to United Overseas Bank’s (fair value SGD32)~SGD69mn, ~23% of its overall loan book of 

SGD299mn) in terms of absolute amount but a lower percentage in terms of exposure within its loan book, as 

per 1H21 disclosures.  

 

Exhibit 1: Singapore system loan book mix (DBU, estimates as of end 1H21) 

 

Source: Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) 
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Exhibit 2: 1H21 Singapore banks’ loan book breakdown (SGD bn estimates) 

 

Source: Companies 

 

The other piece of development last night was more positive for the sector, and underscored our positive 

stance on global and Singapore banks over the past year and prior calls to accumulate quality recovery 

ideas since the pandemic selloff bottomed out in late March 2020. The Federal Reserve announced that it 

would hasten the pace of scaling back its asset buying program earlier and signaled rates could increase in 

2022 at a faster pace than expected. Latest projections showed Fed officials now expect 3 quarter point 

increases in the federal funds rate next year, which is not expected to start before the tapering process ends.  

 

Constructive stance maintained with higher interest rates expected over the medium term: Our house has 

also updated our macroeconomics forecasts and now expect the FOMC to lift rates by 25bps from June 

2022 and hike once every quarter until the Fed funds rate reaches 2.25-2.5% in 2024E. We retain our call for 

risk assets to be supported given a calibrated pace of Fed rate hikes and continued economic recovery 

expected, and reiterate our positive stance on the banks and Singapore equities. We are maintaining our 

loan growth assumptions (single digit growth expected for FY22E for the two Singapore banks under research 

coverage) and do not expect the banks to make material revisions to their recent mid-high single digit loans 

growth guidance for FY22E, as we see continued macro recovery feeding through next year, which should 

translate to support for business loans growth as regional economies re-open further (barring unexpected 

developments from Covid-19 mutants) while faster than expected Federal reserve rate hikes should also 

benefit the banks’ net interest margins and net interest income over the medium term.  

 

Keeping an eye out for potential wealth taxes in Singapore, amongst other macro risks: Key risks for the sector 

include slower than expected rate hike increases, deterioration in the macro environment from Covid-19 

mutant resurgence and sentiment impact from potential wealth taxes if imposed in Singapore - which could 

potentially come in the form of higher property and capital gains taxes and could serve policy objectives of 

both broadening Singapore’s tax revenue base and addressing social policy goals, although our base case 

is that should any wealth tax be imposed, authorities are likely to take a balanced and progressive approach 

in view of Singapore’s wealth and family office hub development goals.    

 

Exhibit 3: Year to date share price outperformance of Singapore banks over STI index  

 
Sources: Bloomberg, Internal estimates   

 

 

DBS UOB

Business loans 70% 66%

Housing loans 19% 23%

Consumer loans 

(excluding mortgages) 11% 11%
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Exhibit 4: MSCI World vs World Financials (black line) – Year to date returns (%, USD)  

 
Sources: Bloomberg 

 

Exhibit 5: Bank of Singpaore’s interest rate forecasts  

 
Sources: Internal estimates   

 
 

Exhibit 6: Valuations summary 

 
 

Sources: Bloomberg, Internal estimates   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2021E 2022E 2021E 2022E 2021E 2022E 2021E 2022E

Singapore Financials

DBS GROUP HOLDINGS LTD (DBS SP) 11.9 11.6 1.4 1.4 3.6 4.3 12.4 12.2 31.7

UNITED OVERSEAS BANK LTD (UOB SP) 11.3 10.1 1.1 1.0 4.5 5.0 9.7 10.4 22.6

SINGAPORE EXCHANGE LTD (SGX SP) 22.4 21.0 6.9 6.2 3.5 3.7 31.4 31.2 4.3

MSCI SINGAPORE/FINANCE (MXSG0FN) 11.5 10.7 1.2 1.2 4.1 4.6 10.7 11.0 23.0 

MSCI SINGAPORE (MXSG ) 17.5 15.4 1.4 1.4 3.3 3.7 7.7 8.7 7.6 

YTD Returns %Price/Earnings Price/Book Dividend Yield (%) ROE (%)
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Exhibit 7: Valuations of MSCI Singapore Financials (price/book)   

 

Still reasonable trading close to the sector’s 10Y historical average multiple of ~1.2x. 

 
 

 

Sources: Bloomberg, Internal estimates (16 December 2021) 
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ANALYST DECLARATION:   

For analysts’ shareholding disclosure on individual companies, please refer to the latest reports of these companies. 

 

DISCLAIMER FOR RESEARCH REPORT 

This report is solely for information and general circulation only and may not be published, circulated, reproduced or 
distributed in whole or in part to any other person without the written consent of OCBC Investment Research Private 
Limited (“OIR” or “we”). This report should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for the subscription, purchase or sale 
of the securities mentioned herein or to participate in any particular trading or investment strategy. Whilst we have taken 
all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this publication is not untrue or misleading at the time of 
publication, we cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness, and you should not act on it without first independently 
verifying its contents. Any opinion or estimate contained in this report is subject to change without notice. We have not 
given any consideration to and we have not made any investigation of the investment objectives, financial situation or 
particular needs of the recipient or any class of persons, and accordingly, no warranty whatsoever is given and no liability 
whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising whether directly or indirectly as a result of the recipient or any class of persons 
acting on such information or opinion or estimate. You may wish to seek advice from a financial adviser regarding the 
suitability of the securities mentioned herein, taking into consideration your investment objectives, financial situation or 
particular needs, before making a commitment to invest in the securities. In the event that you choose not to seek advice 
from a financial adviser, you should consider whether investment in securities and the securities mentioned herein is 
suitable for you. Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation Limited (“OCBC Bank”), Bank of Singapore Limited (“BOS”), OIR, 
OCBC Securities Private Limited (“OSPL”) and their respective connected and associated corporations together with 
their respective directors and officers may have or take positions in the securities mentioned in this report and may also 
perform or seek to perform broking and other investment or securities related services for the corporations whose 
securities are mentioned in this report as well as other parties generally. There may be conflicts of interest between OCBC 
Bank, BOS, OIR, OSPL or other members of the OCBC Group and any of the persons or entities mentioned in this report of 
which OIR and its analyst(s) are not aware due to OCBC Bank’s Chinese Wall arrangement. 

The information provided herein may contain projections or other forward looking statements regarding future events or 
future performance of countries, assets, markets or companies. Actual events or results may differ materially. Past 
performance figures are not necessarily indicative of future or likely performance. 

Privileged / confidential information may be contained in this report. If you are not the addressee indicated in the 
message enclosing the report (or responsible for delivery of the message to such person), you may not copy or deliver 
the message and/or report to anyone. Opinions, conclusions and other information in this document that do not relate 
to the official business of OCBC Bank, BOS, OIR, OSPL and their respective connected and associated corporations shall 
be understood as neither given nor endorsed. 

 

RATINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 

- OIR’s technical comments and recommendations are short-term and trading oriented. 

- OIR’s fundamental views and ratings (Buy, Hold, Sell) are medium-term calls within a 12-month investment horizon.  

- As a guide, OIR’s BUY rating indicates total expected returns (excluding dividends) in excess of 10% based on the 
current price; a HOLD rating indicates total expected returns (excluding dividends) within +10% and -5%; a SELL rating 
indicates total expected returns (excluding dividends) less than -5%. For REITs and Business Trusts, total expected returns 
including dividends apply. 

-  For companies with market capitalisation of S$150m and below, OIR’s BUY rating indicates total expected returns 
(excluding dividends) in excess of 30%; a HOLD rating indicates total expected returns (excluding dividends) within a 
+/-30% range; a SELL rating indicates total expected returns (excluding dividends) less than -30%. For REITs and Business 
Trusts, total expected returns including dividends apply. 
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